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Causes and effects 1 

 
Date: ______________________________________ 

 

I. Make drawings to represent the cause(s) and effect(s) of the following problems. 
Look at the example. 
 
 

 Problem Cause(s) Effect(s) 
 

 
Low grades 

 

 
Play too much  
video games 

 
Get grounded 

1 

 
Bullying 

  

2 

 
Depression 

  

 

II. Read the testimonies and guess what problems are. Then, match the problems with the 
effects. 
 

Testimonies (Causes) What is the problem? 
a) My best friend is a school cheerleader. In 

the team, her partners are really skinny. 
She started gaining inches and pounds all 
over her body. She looks worried. 

1. __________________________ 

b) These days, in my neighborhood there are 
a lot of trash everywhere. People litter 
cigarette butts, plastic bags, old tires and 
plastic bottles. I’m worried because it’s 
going to start the rainy season. 

2. __________________________ 

c) My parents send text messages all the time 
when they’re driving. I think it’s dangerous. 3. __________________________ 

 

Effects 
  I. (      ) Loss weight II.   (      ) Infections III.  (       ) Death   IV. (       ) Injuries 

V. (      )  Broken bones VI.  (      ) Jail VII. (       ) Sadness VIII. (       ) Suicide 
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